
“Light Seeking Light, Doth Light of Light Beguile”Love’s Labour’s Lost - William Shakespeare

“ Despite all the difficulties diabetes has given me, my disease is not a tragedy...Instead it remains my greatest catalyst for growth and change... ” 

Connor Foley, 12th grade

The PromPT
“Try not to resist change that comes your way.  Instead let life live through
 you and do not worry that your life is turning upside down.  How do you 

know that the side you are used to is better than the one  to come?” 
                                                         -Elif Shefak

Change is often an unwanted and frustrating thing.  We tend to prefer 
our lives to stay the way they are without any disturbances. However, 

we always forget that changes and disruptions help mold us.  What is a
 change that you have experienced in your life, and how has it formed you

 into who you are today?
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“I’m forever grateful for the time with my best friend and the memories we made together...” 

Livia Winniger, 9th grade

“My parents’ divorce allowed me to come to harsh 

terms that not everything works out, but it’s  how we 

as people decide to make the best out of those situations.”  

Irianna Butcher, 10th grade

This annual contest began in 2006, spearheaded by Peggy Sabens, with the assistance of Ann Cummins and a small 
committee , working with the English Department of Herron High School.  Since the beginning, the contest has operated 
with the prompt or topic being determined in December, with essays due in February.  School faculty and Fortnightly 
members then review the essays and a winner from each grade is selected.  At the March club meeting, the winners present their 
essays and are awarded a $50 scholarship. Since its inception, Peggy has worked diligently to make this program a success.

Jatara Tyler, 11th grade

“...This long period of time going without 
material items that I once desired, gave me

 time to reflect on my life...” 




